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SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Free/Reduced Lunch: 82%; English Learners: 31%.

REPLICABLE PRACTICES
- All core subjects use common curriculum guides, pacing maps and common assessments; literacy standards are incorporated across the curriculum
- Cooperative learning is used in science, math, AVID, writing groups, PE and music
- Support/intervention provided before and after school plus in flexible advisory grouping
- Administrators and teachers meet with parents of every student with a 2.0 GPA or less
- Reading coach provides coaching, mentoring, demonstrations and observations
- Parent conferences, parenting classes, AVID and GATE parent meetings, migrant education parent meetings and special education conferences
- School-wide focus on direct instruction, partnering, small group work and inquiry-based projects; study skills are taught in advisory classes
- Community service required for promotion; community projects draw many participants
- After-school program provides sports, drama, art and STEM; an exemplary physical fitness program for all students has garnered county honors for fitness
- Enrichment is offered in GATE classes and differentiation is offered in all classes
- Professional development: PLC best practices sessions, data analysis meetings and site/district workshops
- Culture of respect: Advisory and a focus on relationships with students
- Literature materials and library books emphasize diverse populations
- Constant improvement shows via PLC minutes, test scores, AVID/Common Core
- Peer coaching, demonstration lessons and observations provided by peer coach I Parents, students and school sign a “Three Way Pledge” to support one another
- Test scores led to school honor roll recognition by the Business Education Alliance